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Willington – Manor Site 

Pre-Vigil 

While LPS members Bill, Steph, Dee and Trevor were chatting in the car park area near the Dovecote 

(awaiting the arrival of other members Andy F and Elaine), at 20:33 Dee glanced over towards the 

building and noticed the distinct silhouette of a person walking from the right-hand door along the wall 

and round the corner of the building. The person was wearing a fairly long dark garment and Dee later 

described it as “like [LPS member] Richard when he wears his long black coat”. Dee and Bill both 

immediately approached the building and Bill followed the corner where Dee had seen the silhouette 

and Dee took the west corner and met at the back of the building. There was no one to be found. Dee 

found it incredibly hard to believe that she had not seen a real person walking along the wall, as the 

outline was so clear, even in the night time darkness. 

General 

Ambient Conditions: Cold; dry; clear sky; mainly good visibility; mostly still with just occasional 

cold breeze; pre-frost conditions; occasional vehicle headlights. It should be noted that due to the cold, 

breath was highly visible on the air and so any visual evidence that might display white wispy 

anomalies should be analysed carefully. 

Ambient Sounds: Very occasional passing cars; fairly loud distant traffic from the A421; occasional 

rustling of the wind in the surrounding trees and shrubs; fairly regular aircraft; other team member 

shifting and using equipment; distant and frequent waterfowl (geese/swans/ducks); occasional 

dogs/foxes barking. 

Vigil 1: Dovecote – 21:00 to 21:30 

Dee positioned herself approximately ten metres from the front of the Dovecote facing north opposite 

its west end so that she could clearly see the front of the building and down the west side and placed 

her digital voice recorder on the ground at the foot of the right-hand door where she had seen the dark 

figure earlier. Andy was similarly positioned at the east end. Dee was feeling a little unsettled at first 

after seeing the dark figure along the wall. For the positions of the team members see the plan on the 

next page. 

Andy has placed an EMF meter against the wooden door of the building to monitor for any EMF 

activity. 

21:01 Dee notes a bird/woodpigeon made a noise somewhere off to the northwest.  

21:06 Dee hears waterfowl in the distance and notes that they are quite loud. 

21:07 Dee ‘hears’ a faint word that sounds like gosling, ghastly or ghostly. She then sees a candle with 

a very long wick in her mind’s eye. [See the Editor’s Note on page 4] 

21:10 Dee hears bird noises that sound more like turkeys than waterfowl! 

 Andy takes a temperature reading of +0.4ºC. 
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21:12 Andy has the impression 

of something moving in 

front of him at ground 

level, it is on all fours 

and not walking upright.  

21:13 Dee is startled to see a 

shadow move from the 

right-hand door eastward 

along the wall, just as 

before – only this time it 

is much less solid. She 

hopes Andy will catch 

something on video. 

21:15 Dee wonders if there is 

something inside the 

Dovecote because she 

hears occasional clicking 

coming from the 

building. 

21:17 Dee thinks she sees a 

fleeting small, dark 

shape from the corner of 

her eye but isn’t sure. 

She thinks maybe it is a 

bat. 

21:18 Dee suddenly gets an eerie feeling that someone is walking a few metres behind her and 

actually turns to check the area towards the car park/road. There is no one. 

21:22 Dee definitely hears noises high up inside the Dovecote – a series of creaks and clicks. 

21:25 Dee hears a definite pigeon noise and wing-flapping coming clearly from high in the Dovecote. 

 Andy can hear someone whistling a tune to his right. 

21:27 Dee sees a small flash of light above the right-hand door (maybe about two metres up) on the 

wall and wonders if it was Andy’s torch, although she hadn’t noticed him using it just before or 

after. 

 Andy observes a flash of light on the building wall (about two metres up). Andy looks at Dee to 

see if it is her torch but does not observe her using any light.  

Andy does not observe any EMF activity during this vigil. 

Pre-Vigil 

While walking alongside the south wall of the church en route to her position for the vigil, Dee notices 

a small glowing light near the main door to the church. This appears to be some kind of sensor so she 

and Andy are careful not to approach the building in case they set it off.  
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Vigil 2: Cemetery, South Side of the Church – 21:40 to 22:10 

Andy sets up the EMF meter on a small monument in the churchyard and sits on a bench nearby to film 

the EMF meter for activity. Dee positions herself on a wooden circular bench facing the south wall of 

the church at the west end of the cemetery and placed her digital voice recorder on the circular bench to 

her right about a metre away. For the positions of the team members see the plan on the preceding 

page. 

21:42 Dee hears loud geese or ducks far off to the east towards the village. 

21:44 Dee notes that the atmosphere in the churchyard is much different to that near the Dovecote. 

She feels very calm and peaceful, which for her is odd, as she does not like cemeteries (at any 

time of day or night!). She feels a distinct sense of wellbeing enveloping her. 

21:45 Andy takes a temperature reading of +0.08ºC. 

21:47 Dee notes that everything has become almost ‘too still’. 

21:50 Dee suddenly ‘hears’ “you need to speak to John” very clearly. She asks “Who’s John?” in her 

mind but gets no reply. [See the Editor’s Note on page 4] 

21:51 Dee notices a dull ache has started along her left shin bone, which is not something she suffers 

from. There are no more voices. 

21:54 Dee can smell smoke – wood smoke as opposed to cigarette/cigar smoke. 

21:55 Dee notes the cry of a fox (or deer?). 

 Andy hears animals barking from the nearby houses  

21:57 Dee hears “Something unusual about the church. It’s special”. She gets no further information 

despite her inner questions. 

21:58 Dee is startled by a flash of light just near the corner of her right eye, but debunked it: it was the 

reflection of the light from the nearest house at the east end of the church reflecting in her 

glasses! 

21:59 Andy observes a flash of light above the main church doors. 

22:02 Andy can hear birds singing and observes another flash of light on the church wall this time 

higher up. 

22:03 Dee thinks Andy is walking around a few metres to her right but when she looks he is seated 

and still.  

22:04 Dee notes the ‘scream’ of an animal. It does not sound like the vixen heard earlier. She also 

notes that the breeze has picked up a bit from the east. 

22:05 Andy has to make a disc change on his camcorder 

22:07 Dee thinks she can hear Bill on Andy’s radio. 

22:08 Dee notices that frost is forming on the wooden bench all around her! 

Pre-Vigil 

Dee and Andy approached the Stable building from the east and Dee walks around to its west face. She 

is by herself and suddenly feels very uncomfortable and edgy. A creeping feeling was all around her. It 
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didn’t help her nervousness when a dark shape came striding around the north corner, almost causing 

Dee to pass out…luckily, it was just Andy, who had decided to do a vigil opposite the west wall! 

Vigil 3: Stable – 22:20 to 22:50 

Andy places his EMF meter against the stable doors and is filming from a short distance away.   

Dee is still feeling spooked when standing too close to the building and positions herself with her back 

to a small tree facing eastward several metres from the northwest corner of the Stable and placed her 

digital voice recorder on the ground approximately one metre away to her right. She can clearly see 

Andy a couple of metres opposite the building’s door and she can also see the west wall of the 

Dovecote directly ahead in the distance. For the positions of the team members see the plan on page 2. 

22:25 Dee decides she needs to calm down after being spooked and sets about attempting to meditate. 

22:29 Dee sees the same image in her mind’s eye of a candle with a long wick that she saw earlier.  

She cannot understand the meaning or relevance of the image. 

22:30 Dee noted that it felt to her that the ground was vibrating. 

22:31 Dee is very cold (due to the weather) and is finding it very hard to concentrate. She slows her 

breathing and attempts to continue with her meditation. 

22:34 Andy can hear voices drifting over from across the fields 

22:35 Dee senses John, horses and candles with extremely long wicks. It makes no sense to her. [See 

the Editor’s Note on page 4] 

22:36 Dee hears “Civil War, something hidden here”. This is followed by a horrible high-pitched 

ringing in her right ear only. 

 Andy hears the voices again in the distance. 

22:37 Dee hears the names Edwin/Edward and something that sounds like Walpole. 

22:39 Dee’s concentration goes completely due to the cold, as her fingers are starting to hurt. 

22:43 Dee notices Andy walk up to the door of the building. 

Post-Investigation 

None of Dee’s and Andy’s photos, film or digital voice recordings revealed anything out of the 

ordinary and the film visibility was poor unless close up to the buildings. 

Editor’s Note 

During the investigation of Wilden Dee came up with gosling, ghastly or ghostly and she then saw a 

candle with a very long wick in her mind’s eye. Later she sensed John, horses and candles with 

extremely long wicks. 

The ghost that haunts the site is that of Sir John Gostwick. Sir John was Master of the Horse to 

Cardinal Thomas Wolsey, Archbishop of York and chief minister to King Henry VIII. Could this be the 

John, ghos, ghast or ghost (Gost?), wick and horse? 
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Wilden – Ravensden Road 
Dee was not present at this part of the investigation. 

Andy did not use any paranormal equipment and did not experience anything during the walk along the 

road. 

Equipment List 

Andy Digital Camera: Panasonic Lumix DMC-FS15 

Digital Camcorder: Sony DCR-DVD306E 

Dictaphone: Sanyo TRC-525M 

EMF meter: K-II  

Digital Infrared Thermometer: IR-102 

Notepad & pen, torch and watch 

Dee Digital Camera: Fuji FinePix F31fd 

Digital Voice Recorder: Olympus VN-5500PC 

Notepad & pen, torch and watch 

 

 


